SHARPER OPTICS FOR SHARPER MEETINGS.

Logitech PTZ Pro 2

Logitech® PTZ Pro 2 camera delivers premium optics and life-like video calls to create the experience of sitting together in the same room, even if you are a thousand miles away. It sets a new standard for high-quality, professional video with brilliantly sharp image resolution, outstanding color reproduction, and exceptional 10x HD zoom. Performance enhancements in the PTZ Pro 2 camera include smoother pan and tilt motion and more consistent focus during zoom. The camera features lenses designed and manufactured by Logitech and engineered to provide unparalleled sharpness, color rendition, and speed in a variety of lighting conditions. At half the price of comparable models, PTZ Pro 2 is the smart choice for large conference rooms, auditoriums, classrooms, healthcare settings, and other professional environments where clear, high-resolution video is a must.
Logitech PTZ Pro 2

Features & Benefits

Premium HD PTZ video camera for professional video collaboration
Ideal for conference rooms, training environments, large events and other professional video applications.

HD 1080p video quality at 30 frames per second
Delivers brilliantly sharp image resolution, outstanding color reproduction, and exceptional optical accuracy.

H.264 UVC 1.5 with Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
Advanced camera technology frees up bandwidth by processing video within the PTZ camera, resulting in a smoother video stream in applications like Microsoft® Skype® for Business.

90° field of view with mechanical 260° pan and 130° tilt
Enhanced pan/tilt and zoom motor performance make moving from preset to preset smoother. The wide field of view makes it easy to see everyone clearly.

10x lossless full HD zoom
Zoom wide or zero in on close-ups to clearly view objects, whiteboard content, and other details.

AutoFocus
Superior camera lenses provide unparalleled sharpness, color rendition, and speed. AutoFocus ensures that people and objects are clear wherever the camera is pointed.

Premium Logitech camera lens
Logitech designs and manufactures our own lenses to meet the highest technical standards and provide the experience of sitting in front of someone, even if you are a thousand miles away.

Far-end camera control
Operate camera pan, tilt and zoom functions of a remote PTZ Pro 2, Logitech ConferenceCam, or select Logitech webcams.

Remote Control
Easily operate camera pan/tilt/zoom functions during meetings.

Multiple mounting options
Configure the conference room or event space the way you want: use the PTZ camera on a table or wall mount with included hardware. The camera includes a standard tripod thread for added flexibility.

Product Specifications

PTZ Pro 2
Price: $799
Part #: 960-001184
UPC Code: 097855128249

Product Dimensions + Weight

Camera
131 x 150 x 146 mm
5.16 x 5.12 x 5.75”
580 g / 20.46 oz

Remote
50 x 120 x 10 mm
1.97 x 4.72 x 0.39”
48 g / 1.69 oz

System Requirements

Windows® 7, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10
Mac OS X® 10.10 or higher
For full HD support, please check with software application provider for system requirements.

Inside the Box

Camera
Remote Control
10-foot USB Cable with Power Adapter Connection
Power Adapter with Regional Plugs
Mount
Quick Start Guide
Warranty Card

Compatibility

Certified for Skype for Business, Optimized for Cisco Jabber® and WebEx® compatible, Vidyo Certified Device, Enhanced integration with Logitech Collaboration Program (LCP) members

Warranty

2-year limited hardware

Software Downloads

Optional Camera Settings App provides pan, tilt, zoom and other camera settings options.

To download visit:
www.logitech.com/support/PTZPRO2

www.logitech.com/PTZPRO2

To order, contact your reseller or call us at 800-308-8666
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